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Abstract—Real-time speech animation is a compelling but
challenging topic, where multimodal inputs such as audio, video
or depth information, have been considered to leverage perfor-
mance. However, in conditions that audio is the only available
input, the quality of the outcome relies heavily on the real-time
phoneme recognition. In this paper, we introduce a novel deep-
learning based Realtime Phoneme Recognition Network architec-
ture to leverage spatial, separate temporal and unified temporal
modeling in the input audio data. Our network can achieve super
performance in phoneme recognition. Our empirical results show
that compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms, RealPRNet can
achieve up to 20% PER improvement and 4% animation quality
improvement based on the subject tested.

Index Terms—Real-time speech animation, phoneme recogni-
tion, deep-learning

I. INTRODUCTION

The virtual characters have been very popular nowadays

in streaming video, gaming, and virtual reality related appli-

cations. These characters communicate with each other in a

virtual world, and sometimes they interact with the viewers

or players in the physical world. Human beings are very

sensitive to any facial artifacts, uncoordinated or unsynchro-

nized performance of virtual characters, which make facial

animation, in particular speech animation production, very

challenge since animation simultaneously involves voice and

mouth movement.

The realistic speech animation [1], [2] has been always very

compelling, where artists seek the most immersive experiences

with high-fidelity human-like virtual characters. However, the

high cost involved in the production process as well as the

huge data requirements significantly undermine its scaling

potential. For applications that accept lower realism effects

but requires good scaling possibility, audio data could become

the only media that is available during the process. In such a

scenario, the virtual characters are required to behave properly

with mimic mouth movement matching with the voice input

seamlessly, this is what we call it believable speech animation.

The “believable” speech animation requires that the algorithm

works, under practical resource constraints, for all possible

virtual faces with various 3D models and produces synthesized

video with sufficient realism for users on the remote end to

feel comfortable.

Recent research [3] has demonstrated that real-time be-

lievable speech animation is achievable. In [3], the audio

input is segmented into small pieces called audio frames,

and fundamental frequency features are extracted from each

frame. Phonemes are predicted by recognizing vowels and

basic fricative consonants from the features, and then mapped

into the corresponding static animation called viseme (its

counterpart in the visual domain [4]). In this frame-based

processing mechanism, the latency is negligible as it almost

equals to the processing time of a single frame. However, lack

of considering on neighborhood context information during the

process significantly limited the recognition accuracy of the

phoneme as the system can only recognize basic phonemes,

which contributed directly to the low quality of the generated

animation. In [5], a word-based processing mechanism is

adopted to achieve much higher quality animation because

a group of richer phonemes (around 39 different phonemes)

can be considered in this scenario and compared to the

fundamental phonemes (below 10 different phonemes). How-

ever, on the downside, the latency of word-level duration

becomes unacceptable for real-time applications. Hence, if a

midway between frame-based and word-based approaches can

be found, the problem of real-time believable speech animation

might be resolved.

With the latest advances in deep learning, the phoneme

recognition topic has been revisited using completely new

methodologies [6], [7]. Compared with the traditional mod-

els, such as Hidden Markov models (HMM) (error rate

26.61%) [8], these deep-learning neural network (DNN) based

approaches generally decreases the predicted phoneme error

rate by 10%. In [7], it was reported that a feed-forward deep

neural network architecture achieved a lower error rate of

16.49%, and a 4 layers standard Long Short-Term Mem-

ory (LSTM) network achieved even better result, 15.02%.

In [6], a network architecture called CLDNN that combines

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), LSTM and fully con-

nected DNN was proposed. It can further improve the perfor-

mance of 4-6% compared to the LSTM.

For real-time applications, to find the balance between

latency and accuracy is very critical as indicated in the design

philosophy of RNN and LSTM. The temporal correlation

between neighbor audio frames can play very significant roles
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in recognition accuracy improvement and. In this work, we

propose a novel deep network architecture, called RealPRNet,

to address this problem. In RealPRNet, a novel concept called

LSTM Stack Block (LSB), which follows the CNN layer, is

introduced to maximize the learning efficiency by performing

separate temporal modeling on every different temporal-spatial

patterns. After CNN filter and LSB learn the spatial and

separate temporal correlation between these frequency signals

input, the unified temporal modeling is performed by LSTM.

LSB separately processes the intermediate output features

from different CNN filters, each output feature will pass to

an individual LSTM in the LSB.

To build an end-to-end audio-driven real-time believable

speech animation system, the RealPRNet is inserted into a

typical procedural speech animation process that converts the

audio input into a recognized phoneme sequence and drives a

facial animation module. Inspired by the JALI model [5] and

properties of the blend shape facial model, the animation is

achieved by mapping the recognized phoneme label to a set of

parameters to control four basic blend shapes that have hidden

physical correlation.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows:

In Section II, we describe the details of our animation pro-

duction system framework and introduce the architecture of

RealPRNet with our insight in Section III. We present the

experimental setup and the evaluation results in Section IV. In

Section V, we conclude our work.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

Our system is designed as a real-time version of the pro-

cedural system that recognizes the phoneme stream first from

the audio input, then maps it to the corresponding parameter

stream and drives the 3D facial models.

As shown in Fig. 1, When an audio signal is received by

the system, it is transformed into the corresponding MFCCs

features, which is the input of RealPRNet. The RealPRNet

predicts the phoneme stream and then uses it to produce the

corresponding animation curves (Jaw and Lip parameters) that

drive the 3D facial model.

To support real-time interactivities, the latency between

receiving audio input and outputting animation is required to

be controlled below certain limits. A buffer mechanism thus

is adopted in the system to dynamically determine the size of

the sliding window to ensure that the latency limit is never

exceeded as shown in Fig. 1.

A. Input Features

When the raw audio signals are received in the system,

they are transformed into frequency-domain signals called

MFCC, which is a data format that has been widely applied in

automatic speech recognition (ASR). For each audio frame, the

first and the second derivative components of the MFCCs are

aggregated to a vector that represents the single audio frame,

f . The input feature xt at time t to the network feature ft
at time t surrounded by its forward and backward contextual

vectors, denoted as [ft−n, . . . , ft, . . . , ft+m]. The value of n

represents the number of audio frames before time t, and the

value of m represents the number of future audio frames. The

integrated xt is used to predict the phoneme label at time t.

B. Phoneme Recognition System

The phoneme recognition is conducted by RealPRNet and

HMM tri-phone decoder. The RealPRNet leverages different

neural networks such as CNN, LSTM and so on. The details of

the network architecture of RealPRNet is described in Section

III. The output of the RealPRNet is an HMM tied-state H ,

which is used as input of the decoder to calculate the output

phoneme P . For the system to produce a smooth animation,

the phoneme recognition system needs to be able to output

the predicted phoneme with a constant time interval of A ms

in reality.

In the first step, input raw audio signal is transformed

into the ft every A ms time interval (equal to the sampling

interval) and the ft is stored in the input feature buffer

B1. The calculation of raw audio signal to audio features

transformation process causes the first delay d1 + e1 where

d1 is median calculation time and e1 is the corresponding

fluctuation time. In our experiment, time consumption by this

process is very stable and 100% less than A ms.

All the audio frame features in B1 is then used to construct

xt. The size of B1 depends on two things: (1) the selected

values m and n. (2) RealPRNet time consumption d2+ e2 for

each prediction. To guarantee a smooth output, the following

inequality needs to be satisfied:

d2 + e2 ≤ br ·A, br = 1, 2, 3, · · · (1)

where br is the batch size used in prediction progress. The

neural network can parallelly predict br outputs in each run

by a minimal increase in computational overhead if br is a

small value (i.e. br = 10). The major time consumption is in

data parsing and transmission in this scenario. The RealPRNet

takes the input features from B1 every br ·A ms and predicts

br outputs [ht, ht−1, · · · ]. These predicted outputs are stored

in HMM tied-state buffer B2. In our experiment, the value

of br is 4 which can ensure that equation (1) is satisfied in

99% of the cases. There are br sub-buffers in B1 with size

m+ n+ 1 each and contents ft−n−i, · · · , ft−i, · · · , ft+m−i.

Because m forward audio frames are used to construct the x,

the system latency is increased to m ·A+ br ·A ms.

The predicted HMM tied-states in B2 are used as input of

the HMM tri-phone decoder. For each time interval br ·A, the

decoder takes all the values in B2, calculates the corresponding

phonemes [Pt, · · · , Pt−br+1] and stores it in B3. The calcula-

tion time is d3+e3 and the size of B2 depends on the number

of previous states used to calculate the [Pt, · · · , Pt−br+1]. In

our experiment, the calculation time consumed in decoding is

stable and 100% less than br ·A.

Thus, the overall latency from raw input audio signal to the

corresponding output phoneme is (m+br) ·A+D+et, where

D = d1 + d2 + d3 and et = e1 + e2 + e3.

B3 is the buffer that is used to control the final output of P
of the phoneme recognition system. The system continuously
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Fig. 1: System overview of the proposed real-time audio only speech animation system corresponds to the phoneme stream

{S, OW, IY} of vocabulary /slowly/.

takes the first phoneme from B3 or the latest phoneme (if B3

is empty) and uses it as the input to the animation system

every A ms time interval. With this mechanism, the phoneme

recognition system can have a stable output stream with time

interval A ms and the overall latency from raw input audio

signal to the corresponding output phoneme stream is (m+br)·
A+D, where D = d1 + d2 + d3. This stable output phoneme

stream is stored in B4 and uses to produce the corresponding

speech animation.

C. Speech Animation

For real-time speech animation, the system cannot directly

use the output phoneme sequence from the phoneme recogni-

tion system because it predicts the output phoneme for every

audio frame with time interval A. Thus B4 is used to select

the appropriate next phoneme frame for the animation curve

generation. The size of B4 is the average single phoneme

pronunciation time in the audio frame. The output phoneme

of the recognition system is stored in this buffer first. The

phoneme pronunciation is dynamic progress which means that

the viseme phoneme at the beginning of the pronunciation is

not exactly the same as the corresponding phoneme viseme

as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, an appropriate phoneme frame

(for example, the phoneme frame can represent the rightmost

one in Fig. 2 in a sequence of phoneme /o/ frames) should

be selected from certain phoneme pronunciation frames to

calculate the complete viseme’s transformation time which

uses for animation curve generation. Thus, the upcoming

phoneme is selected based on the following rules:

(1) The same phonemes are continuously appended to the

buffer for at least prmin units.

(2) If the number of continuous phonemes is more than

prmin units and less than the size of B4. The appropriate frame

that represents the phoneme will be selected from that part of

the buffer.

(3) If the number of the continuous phonemes is more than

the size of B4, all phonemes in the buffer will be used to select

the appropriate frame and no new frame will be selected until

the next different phoneme is appended to the buffer.

The speech animation system has been developed following

[5] with slight difference. Most of the procedural systems,

such as [5], [9], that use the key frame viseme to produce the

final animation have a similar problem, that is the phoneme

is mapped to one fixed static viseme without any variation.

Through our observation of human speech behaviors, visemes

corresponding to a phoneme may be slightly different in

different situations. Thus, the 2D viseme field has been divided

into different blocks (20 blocks in our implementation) as

shown in Fig. 3. Each phoneme corresponds to a block region

rather than a static point in the 2D field.

III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

The overall network architecture is shown in Fig. 4. The

CNN layer takes xt as input and applies frequency modeling

on the input features. The n-dimensional vector output of

CNN is passed into an n-layer stacks of LSTMs for parallel

processing and temporal modeling. The output is combined

with the ft to form an input to additional LSTM layers for

temporal modeling, and then goes through a fully connected

layer. In the end, the HMM tri-phone decoder is adopted to

predict the phoneme label.
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Fig. 2: A phoneme corresponding viseme at different frames during the pronunciation of phoneme /o/.

Fig. 3: 2D viseme field with block index.

A. CNN Layer

The CNN layer is a frequency modeling layer. Based on the

observation that the voice of different people contains different

ranges of frequencies even when they are speaking the same

utterance. An important contribution of the CNN layers is to

reduce frequency variation [6].

CNN layers also play an important role in the temporal-

spatial domain, here spatial refers to frequency-domain au-

dio feature pattern detection and learning. The input feature

contains frequency information since each coefficient in Mel-

frequency cepstral is generated by passing-through different

frequency filter banks. Each CNN filter can learn the different

frequency patterns from the input features during the training.

Our network architecture emphasizes these frequency patterns

in the input features by separately connecting the CNN output

features (CNNfout) of different CNN filters to different

LSTM in the LSTM stack Block module.

B. LSTM Stack Block

After frequency modeling is applied to CNN layers and the

CNN filters have learned the acoustic features from the input

feature, each CNN output channel produces the intermediate

features and these features are applied to a parallel process of

the temporal modeling in LSTM Stack Block (LSB).

The CNNfout’s from different CNN channels pass to

different LSTM modules, called LSTM Tube (LT) which is

inside the LSB as shown in Fig. 4. The number of LT inside

the LSB depends on the number of the last CNN layer output

channel, one LT for each CNN output channel. An LT is a

relatively small and independent LSTM network. The LSTM

has been proved to be advantageous on temporal modeling

because it has memory cells to remember the information

on previous features [10], [11]. Each output from different

CNN channels can be viewed as a derivative feature of

the original audio feature with the context within a sliding

window. Thus, separate temporal modeling is applied to each

different CNNfout and the corresponding outputs features are

aggregated together as the input feature for the next LSTM

layer.

C. LSTM Layer
In [7], it is demonstrated that the LSTM layer has its

advantage in extracting temporal patterns in input feature space

as we mentioned in the LSB. The gate units in LSTM are

used to control the information flows inside the LSTM. The

input gate decides what information can be added to the cell

state. The forget gate decides what information needs to be

removed from the cell state and the output gate decides what

information can be used in the output. Thus the LSTM can

selectively “remember” the temporal features. After the LSB

performs the separate temporal modeling, we pass its output

to the LSTM layers for the unified temporal modeling with

the same logic.

D. Fully Connected Layer
Following the state-of-the-art design of typical deep learning

network, we use the fully connected layer with softmax

activation as the last layer so that a fully connected layer can

provide the model with the ability to mix output signals from

all neurons in the previous layer, and the softmax can reshape

the output probabilities of each class so that the target class

has a higher probability.

E. Multi-Scale Features Addition
The idea of a multi-scale feature addition was originally

explored in computer vision and also used in ASR. The input

features of the different layers are complementarity and the

network’s performance improvement has been observed by

using these techniques [6]. In our implementation, we have

explored two feature addition strategies, which are illustrated

in Fig. 4 through line (1) and line (2), where (1) represents

the original frame feature, ft, in xt combines with the LSB

output and (2) represents the LSB output combines with the

LSTM output.
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Fig. 4: Network Architecture Overview

The first features addition explores the complementary in-

formation in short term feature ft and long term feature output

feature from LSB (high order representation of xt). xt is ag-

gregated by using ft and it’s context features [ft−n, · · · , ft−1]
and [ft+1, · · · , fm]. However the original LSTM does not

consider their different values in prediction but takes all f ’s in

xt as consecutive features [12] and equally considers all the

f ’s in xt. This features addition emphasizes the importance of

ft in xt when predicts pt.
The second feature addition checks the LSB and the LSTM

outputs, the separated and unified complementary temporal

feature information. These features are the high order feature

representations of xt with different pattern complementarity

since network layers focus on different information in xt with

these patterns.

In the evaluation part, the performance improvement by

multi-scale feature addition has been explored and the results

show a positive effect on the network performance.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed

RealPRNet in two areas: (1) the phoneme recognition accu-

racy, (2) the subjective and objective speech animation quality,

and

A. Experiment Setup

Our experimental results are conducted using the TIMIT

data set which is widely used for phoneme recognition evalu-

ation.

We use Kaldi’s TIMIT s5 recipe [13] to calculate phoneme

duration in each utterance through force alignment technique

and generate the corresponding HMM tied-state tri-phone

model. We also use a tri-phone decoder with a bigram phone

model in our phoneme recognition system to improve the

overall performance. For the network training, 10 epochs have

been set as the minimum training epoch and enabled early stop

(if the validate loss change in epochs is less than 0.001) during

the training.

The performance of the network under different latency

scenarios (different value of m) in the input feature was

evaluated in this section. In our experiment, value n in xt

has been set to m+ 1.

B. Error Metrics

1) Phoneme error rate: The standard TIMIT phoneme

recognition evaluation error metric was used to evaluate the

phoneme error rate (PER) of our proposed RealPRNet. The

original TIMIT data set uses 60 phonemes to create the dictio-

nary. During the evaluation, we first map the 60 phonemes to

39 phonemes, and then calculate the “Levenshtein distance”

between the recognized phoneme sequence and the ground

truth phoneme sequence. Levenshtein distance is a method to

measure the difference between the two sequences. It calcu-

lates the minimum number of single-character edits (including

insertions, deletions and substitutions) required to change one

sequence into another. The number of the edits required to

change the recognized phoneme sequence into the ground

truth phoneme sequence is first calculated followed by the

ratio between this minimum number of edits and the whole

phoneme sequence length. This ratio is the PER. Under the

real-time situation, the phoneme is predicted for each audio

frame. Thus, the PER was calculated based on the audio frame

level phoneme sequence in our evaluation.

2) Block distance error: The block distance error measures

the average distance between the trajectory curve in the viseme

field produced by the recognized phoneme sequence and the

curve produced by the ground truth phoneme sequence. The

basic unit used here is the short edge of the 2D viseme field

block. For each audio frame, the corresponding points on the

two curves and the absolute distance between these two points

are calculated, also known as Euclidean distance. Then the

average distance between these two curves on each time t
was calculated.

C. Phoneme Recognition Performance

In the experiment, RealPRNet was compared with two

other phoneme recognition systems: (1) the 4 layers LSTM

architecture presented in [7]. (2) the CLDNN discussed in [6].

In Fig. 5, the real-time performance of these networks were

compared. The x-axis in the figure represents the number

of frames used in a single xt and the y-axis represents the
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Fig. 5: Various Networks Performance in Phoneme Error Rate

Fig. 6: Various Networks Performance in Block Distance Error

phoneme error rate. It is interesting to observe that LSTM

has low performance when the temporal context information

is insufficient (i.e., when xt is aggregated by using less than

10 fs), but its performance improvement continuously with

the increasing of the xt value until a sweat spot (20 audio

frame features in xt) is achieved. In the figure, RealPRNet

outperformed LSTM by up to 20% and CLDNN by up to

10%. The combination of frequency and temporal modeling

enabled the RealPRNet a smooth performance across a various

selection of the number of frames for xt.

As illustrated in the previous section, the performance of

the network can be further improved by multi-scale fea-

ture addition techniques. We explore this technique with our

RealPRNet and compare its performance with the strongest

baseline model CLDNN with feature addition structure and

also the previous networks without feature addition. As shown

in Fig 5, the performance of both RealPRNet and CLDNN

with multi-scale feature addition has been improved. The

additional short term feature gave complementary information

to the intermediate input features which forced the networks to

focus on the current frame ft. Thus, RealPRNet outperforms

other networks in most of the latency scenarios. In particular,

it can achieve an additional 4% relative improvement in real-

time PER evaluation.

D. Animation Quality Assessment

In this section, we evaluate the quality of the output speech

animation of our system. We compare the trajectory curve in

the viseme field produced by the recognized phoneme streams

predicted by various reference networks and RealPRNet with

the trajectory curve produced by the ground truth model. The

block short edge length is used as a distance unit to calculate

the difference between the recognized phoneme produced

curve and the ground truth curve at each time instance.

The result is shown in Fig. 6, the x-axis in the figure

represents the number of frames used in input features and the

y-axis represents the block distance error in the basic unit. The

RealPRNet also achieves the minimum error under different

latency scenarios, which is up to 27% less than other networks.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed an audio-driven believable speech

animation production framework with a new phoneme recog-

nition neural network called RealPRNet. The RealPRNet has

performed much better than the strong baseline model in

phoneme recognition. Our framework can be easily imple-

mented in most of the existing virtual avatars without creating

a new avatar.
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